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Nanjing TVX Cleaning Equipment Co., Ltd.
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*The image shown here is indicative only. If there is inconsisitency
*Between the image and the actual prorduct, the actual product shall govern
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TVX T130 series Ride-on Scrubber Dryer
Your Reliable Powerful and Smart Helper“

The sewage can be filtered and recycled.24V 200Ah batteries support super long standby.
Continuous use time can reach 5.5 hours. High working efficiency 

The automatic deceleration system is maximum guaranteed the safety of the operator
when the machine turns 

Full load ramp up to 15%, brake torque 8N.M, effective brake stop 

Super endurance. Large capacity maintenance-free Chilwee batteries. Continuous use
time can reach 5.5 hours.

Product advantages

Cleaning width up to 860mm, Save the cleaning time and improve the work efficiency 

Save the water, extend the working hours. A tank of water 
meets one day's cleaning needs.
When cleaning with detergent, it can be done effectively 
recycling, filtration and reuse, saving cost.
Using a three-level filtration system, Backwash filter, the 
middle filter screen is made of stainless steel.
Avoid repeated of adding water and discharging sewage.

T130C Water Cycle Ride-on Scrubber Dryer

T130D Disinfection and Sterilization Ride-on Scrubber Dryer

Product Features

Disinfection can be completed while daily cleaning Work. One-stop 
completion of floor washing and disinfection, safe and reliable 

Smart water disinfection ® system, the machine is equipped with 
secondary chlorine Acid disinfectant generator, sterilization effect 

by SGS certification 
The rear spray device can be fixed or used by hand, to achieve 

three-dimensional elimination

 Product Features

Smart water disinfection ® system

Wide sterilization range

fast sterilization 

High safety performance

low corrosion performance

good environmental protection 

Level 1 filtering

Level 3 filtering 

Level 2 filtering
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Filter of fine particles Such 
as fine sand, sludge, etc 

Filter large pieces of 
garbage Such as cigarette 
butts, stones, etc 

Filter the medium-sized 
garbage Such as gravel 
blocks, small stones, etc 
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Product Features

Highly integrated control console

The front of the fuselage is made of collision strip with 
soft material with led lamp, which is beautiful Gener-
ous at the same time can also reduce the damage of 
the hit object .
The automatic deceleration system maximizes the 
safety of the operator when the machine turns.
Safety flash lights that provide maximum security .

The edge of the top cover of the recovery tank is installed with high-quality elasticity Seal strip, improve the sealing 
ability and water absorption effect .

The inner wall of the tank is smooth and can reduce bacteria Residues and stain residue.

The motor central water outlet system can improve the brush working effect, so that the water and detergent evenly 
distributed on the brush, save water and detergent.

Anti-overflow design to prevent sewage enter the vacuum motor.

24V200Ah

Ultra-long battery standby 
ensures longer continuous 

operation time

Delayed off function of suc-
tion motor, zero residual 
wastewater in the tank

The motor central water outlet 
system can improve the brush 

working effect

Unique Softstart system 
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Product Features / Efficient

Product Features / SafeT130X Spray gun Ride-on Scrubber Dryer

急

T130CT130B

T130D T130X

The spray gun function is added to facilitate the cleaning of 
the sewage tank
Disinfectant can be injected to disinfection and sterilization 
the environment, and disinfection and sterilization the 
ground in one way to save personnel costs
It is easy to wash dust in narrow areas during floor washing



Application scenarios

Logistics Centre Campus Plant Workshop

Supermarket Hospital Traffic Hub
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Parameters

Cleaning width
Squeegee width
Efficiency
Brush pressure
Rotation speed of brush disc

Driving motor
Vacuum motor
Volume of solution tank

Brush motor

Volume of recovery tank
Battery
Endurance time
Unit dimension
Net weight machine

Lift the seat to take out the charging plug to charge

Unique accelerator pedal that controls the machine
forward and backward

Humanized mobile phone box and usb charger
interface DESIGN The usb interface is waterproof

Black PVC fabric with front and rear adjustable seats
Comfortable and durable, can be lossless installation 

The brush and squeegee are lifted by electronically
system, one-key lift

The solution tank adds a double purchase cup holder,
so that the operator has more storage space 

Excellent climbing performance and braking performance 
Using 24V 760W drive motor, 6km / h, Torque 49.5N.M, full load climbing up to 15%
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Product Features / User-friendly

T130C/130D

5590㎡/h

860mm
1100mm

50Kg
180rpm

24V/760W
24V/400W*2

24V/500W
120L
130L

24V/200Ah
6.5h

1523*880*1240mm
224Kg222Kg

T130B

226Kg

T130X


